Optimal control problems governed by semilinear elliptic partial differential equations are considered. No Cesari-type conditions are assumed. By proving an existence theorem and the Pontryagin maximum principle of optimal "state-control" pairs for the corresponding relaxed problems, we establish an existence theorem of optimal pairs for the original problem.
Introduction
It is well-known to researchers working in optimal control theory that to guarantee the existence of (classical) optimal pairs we need a Cesari-type condition, which is a natural generalisation of optimal control problems with linear state equations and convex cost functionals. Many results are available along these lines. We refer the reader to the books by Berkovitz [3] , Cesari [5] and Li and Yong [11] for further detail.
When these types of conditions are no longer satisfied, measure-valued controls (that is, randomising controls), called "relaxed controls", are introduced. Other names have been used in the literature for relaxed controls such as "sliding regimes" (Filippov [7] ), "generalised controls" (Gamkrelidze [8] ), "relaxed curves" (Warga [18] ), and "generalised curves" (Young [22] ). Here we adopt the name "relaxed control" (McShane [13] ) since it is more frequently used among mathematicians working in control theory. For finite-dimensional control systems, relaxed controls have been systematically studied. We refer the reader to the books of Gamkrelidze [8] , Berkovitz [3] and Warga [20] for details. For infinite-dimensional systems, most results are concerned with linear or semilinear evolution systems. Among them, we mention the works by Ahmed [1] , Fattorini [6] and Papageorgiou [16] .
By relaxation, the space of admissible controls is extended to a larger space and both control system and cost functional are convexified. There are at least three advantages in considering relaxed controls. First, after relaxation, the existence theorem and the necessary conditions of optimal relaxed control follow easily under relatively weak hypotheses. Next, when the classical control problem (that is, non-relaxed problem) admits no optimal control, optimal relaxed control provides a method to construct approximate optimal controls since under suitable conditions, any relaxed control can be approximated by classical controls. For infinite-dimensional systems, especially for evolution systems, the above two aspects have been carefully investigated by many researchers. The third advantage is that when an optimal relaxed control is a Dirac measure almost everywhere, then it essentially becomes a classical optimal control, that is, in the non-relaxed sense (see Section 2 for details). Thus research on optimal relaxed control also gives the possibility of seeking classical optimal controls (see Balder [2] , Neustadt [15] and Suryanarayana [17] , for examples).
The main purpose of this paper is to establish an existence theorem for some systems governed by semilinear elliptic equations without assuming Cesari-type conditions. To this end, we first establish existence and the Pontryagin maximum principle for optimal relaxed controls. Under suitable assumptions, we can prove that an optimal relaxed control is supported at a single point almost everywhere. Thus it must be an optimal control for the classical non-relaxed problem.
Classical and relaxed controls
The (classical) control system we consider in this paper is
with the cost functional being
where y.·/ is the state corresponding to control u.·/ satisfying (2.1). We pose the following assumptions.
(S1)
is a bounded region in Ê n with a C 1;1 boundary @ , and U is a compact metric space.
(S2) a i j .·/ ∈ C.¯ /, a i j = a ji and for some ½ > 0,
Borel measurable in .x; y; u/ and lower semicontinuous in .y; u/ for almost all x ∈ . Moreover, for any R > 0, there exists an
Denote Í ad¸{ v : → U | v measurable}. Our (classical) optimal control problem is as follows.
PROBLEM (C). Find aū.·/ ∈ Í ad such that
Anyū.·/ satisfying (2.3) is called an optimal control. For convenience, we call it a classical optimal control. It is well-known that optimal control of Problem (C) may fail to exist unless further suitable Cesari-type conditions are imposed on . f 0 ; f /.
Then there is noū.·/ ∈ Í ad such that J .ū.·// = inf u.·/∈Íad J .u.·//. To see this, for j = 1; 2; : : : , we choose u j .·/ as follows:
; k = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; j − 1;
and let y j .·/ be the solution of (2.4) corresponding to u j .·/. We have y j ∈ C 1;Þ [−1; 1], ∀Þ ∈ .0; 1/, and it is an even function. Therefore y j .·/ is odd and y j .0/ = 0. Consequently, by the definition of u j .·/, we have
Hence, noting that
Consequently inf u.·/∈Íad J .u.·// = −2. Now, letū.·/ ∈ Í ad such that J .ū.·// = −2. For any .x; y/ ∈ × Ê, let
To guarantee the existence of a classical optimal control, we usually need to impose the following Cesari-type condition (see [3, 5, 11] ).
(S5) For almost all x ∈ , the map .x; ·/ has the Cesari property on Ê. By Definition 2.1, if .x; ·/ has the Cesari property at y 0 ∈ Ê, then .x; y 0 / is convex and closed. On the other hand, if (S1) and (S3)-(S4) hold, then for almost all x ∈ , .x; y/ is closed for any y ∈ Ê. In Example 1, we can easily verify that
Though (S5) is an important condition to guarantee the existence of classical optimal control, it is not a necessary condition. Here is an example.
We mention that Example 2 is very similar to Example 1. In Example 2, (S1)-(S4) still hold but (S5) does not hold. But we will prove in Section 5 that there exists at least oneū.·/ ∈ Í ad such that (2.3) holds. Example 2 is a special case of Example 3 in Section 5.
We now recall the notion of relaxed control and state some preliminary results about the space of relaxed controls.
We denote by Å 1 + .U / the set of all probability measures in U , by Ê. ; U / the set of all measurable probability measure-valued functions on , that is, ¦ .·/ ∈ Ê. ; U / if and only if ¦ . 
We see that (2.6) is well-defined by Theorem IV.1.6, (p. 266) in [20] .
We now state the optimal relaxed control problem corresponding to Problem (C).
where
and y.·/ is the state corresponding to relaxed control ¦ .·/ ∈ Ê. ; U /, that is, it is the solution of the following:
We need to explain the meaning of (2.7) since f 0 is only supposed to be lower semicontinuous in .y; v/ ∈ R × U . It is not very hard to prove that since f 0 satisfies (S4), it is the limit of an increasing sequence of functions in L
where Ã .Ê × U / denotes the set of all continuous functions in Ê × U with compact supports. Thus we may find
Consequently, we can define J .¦ .·// by identifying the right-hand side of (2.7) with the following limit:
We mention that Í ad can be imbedded into Ê. ; U / by identifying each u.·/ ∈ Í ad with the Dirac measure-valued function Ž u.·/ ∈ Ê. ; U /. Moreover, J .Ž u.·/ / defined by (2.7) coincides with J .u.·// defined by (2.2). Thus the notation J .¦ .·// does not cause any confusion. On the other hand, it is easy to see that if ¦ .·/ ∈ Ê. ; U / and there exists a u : → U such that ¦ .x/ = Ž u.x / , a.e. x ∈ , then u.·/ must be measurable, that is, u.·/ ∈ Í ad . Thus, if Problem (R) has an optimal relaxed control ¦ .·/ ∈ Ê. ; U / such that supp¦ .x/ is a singleton of U for almost all x ∈ , then Problem (C) admits at least one classical optimal control.
The following lemma is crucial in deriving the existence of optimal relaxed controls. 
Existence of an optimal relaxed control
We begin with a preliminary lemma which shows that (2.8) is well-posed.
The above lemma is basic. We omit the proof since it is similar to that for (2.2), see, for example, [11, Chapter 2, Theorem 6.11 and Chapter 3, Proposition 6.3].
We now state the existence theorem of optimal relaxed controls. 
Let h j be an increasing sequence satisfying (2.9). Then
Therefore¦ .·/ is an optimal relaxed control to Problem (R).
We now recall the definition of .x; y/ (see (2.5)). Under assumptions (S1) and (S3)-(S4), .x;ȳ.x// is closed for almost all x ∈ . If it is also convex for almost all x ∈ , then, since 
Maximum principle for optimal relaxed controls
To derive a maximum principle for optimal relaxed controls, we make some further assumptions.
(S3) f : × Ê × U → Ê has the following properties: f .·; y; u/ is measurable on , and f .x; ·; u/ is in C The maximum principle of optimal relaxed controls can be established essentially the same way as that for classical control problems. Thus we omit the details and only state the result. We call (4.3) the adjoint equation of the variational system along the optimal pair. In the current case, the maximum condition takes the variational inequality form (4.4) (comparing with that found in [11] ). Next, we denote On the other hand, for almost all x ∈ \ 0 , .x;ȳ.x// is convex. By (S1) and (S3)-(S4), .x;ȳ.x// is closed for almost all x ∈ . Thus we haveū.x/ ∈ U such that (3.2) holds for almost all x ∈ \ 0 . Combining the above with (4.7), we see that there existsū : → U , not necessarily measurable, such that (3.2) holds for almost all x ∈ . Then, by Filippov's lemma, we can change the definition ofū.·/ such thatū.·/ ∈ Í ad and (3.2) still holds for almost all x ∈ . Obviously,ȳ.·/ is the state corresponding toū.·/ satisfying (2.1) and J .ū.·// ≤ J .¦ .·//. Thereforeū.·/ must be an optimal classical control to Problem (C). PROOF. By (4.6), (4.8) , and the definition of U x , we get for almost all x ∈ , f 0 .x;ȳ.x/; v/ = f 0 .x;ȳ.x/; w/; ∀v; w ∈ supp¦ .x/: (4.9)
Thus letū : → U , not necessarily measurable, such thatū.x/ ∈ supp¦ .x/. We have that (4.7) holds for almost all x ∈ . Therefore, by Filippov's lemma, we can find aū.·/ ∈ Í ad such that (4.7) holds for almost all x ∈ . As we have seen in the proof of Proposition 4.2, such aū.·/ must be an optimal classical control to Problem (C).
Existence of a classical optimal control
In this section, we will state and prove our main theorem. We consider the following system:
Let the cost functional take the form
where y.·/ is the state corresponding to control u.·/ satisfying (5.1). We impose the following assumptions.
(P1) (S1) holds. (P2) In addition to (S2), a i j .·/ ∈ C 1 . /.
Denote a = min u∈U g.u/ and b = max u∈U g.u/. Let y min .·/ and y max .·/ be the solution of (5.1) corresponding to g.u.x// ≡ a and g.u.x// ≡ b, respectively. Before making further assumptions, let us introduce the following lemma.
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that U is a compact metric space and g; h ∈ C.U /. For any
Then F is at most countable.
PROOF. Since g.·/ and h.·/ are continuous in U and U is compact, E þ ; a þ and b þ are well-defined for any þ ∈ Ê.
We will prove thatþ = þ. and
while, a.e. on , ∀k = 1; 2; : : : ,
For our problem, we have
Clearly .x; y/ is not convex in general. Therefore, for such systems, the Cesari-type condition (S5) does not hold in general. We now state our main theorem. Assumption (P5) looks very technical. But we will see that many systems satisfy such a condition. where C þ;k ∈ {y|.r 0 / .y/ = þr .y/}. Comparing the above with (5.6)-(5.9), we see that it suffices to set þ = and Y þ;k .·/ ≡ C þ;k , while Z þ;k .·/ is not necessary.
By Theorem 5.2, for such a system, there exists an optimal classical control to Problem (C).
Let us give some special cases of the above example. Clearly, the system described in Example 3 does not satisfy the Cesari-type condition (S5) in general. Example 2 is just a special case of Example 3, which does not satisfy (S5). The following two examples also do not satisfy condition (S5). It is interesting to compare them with Example 1. 
The cost functional is J .u.·// = {y 
where M is sufficiently large. In fact, it suffices to take M > 1=2. In this example, we can see that (5.7) holds since
On the other hand, (P1)-(P4) obviously hold. Thus, by Theorem 5.2, we have ā
Now we turn to proving Theorem 5.2. Let us first introduce the following lemma. Thus we see that for almost all x ∈ É, g.v/ = g.w/; ∀v; w ∈ supp¦ .x/:
(5.14)
On the other hand, ∀x ∈ \ É,¯ .x/ ∈ F, that is, g.v/ = g.w/; ∀v; w ∈ U x : (5.15)
Combining (5.14)-(5.15) with (5.11), we see that (5.14) holds for almost all x ∈ . By Proposition 4.3, Problem (C) has at least one classical optimal control. We complete the proof.
